KVH linkHUB

Premium Digital Entertainment for Crew
Don’t have a KVH VSAT system onboard yet
want the premium movies and TV that KVH
Link offers? KVH linkHUB is the answer!
KVH linkHUB is the ultimate, Hollywood studio-approved media player
for your vessel’s MOVIElink™/TVlink™ digital subscription, providing
hundreds of hours of licensed film and TV entertainment for your
crew.*
Simple setup to get everyone onboard watching
Getting started with KVH linkHUB is easy because it’s simple to set
up and operate and requires no Internet connection. The compact
linkHUB Content Server (20x20x9 cm) will fit on almost any shelf or
tabletop.
Just connect your onboard TVs via linkHub Set-top Boxes and HDMI
cables. Plus, add a Wi-Fi access point if you want to allow crew to
stream movies and TV episodes to their laptops and iOS or Android
devices.
Easy updates
Ready for the latest movies and TV shows? It’s incredibly easy to
add new selections from the top Hollywood, Bollywood, Filipino,
and international studios. Simply insert the linkHUB Content Drive
provided by KVH into the secure linkHUB Content Server and click to
begin the upload. Then sit back and enjoy the show!
Licensed and Cybersecure
KVH Link content is licensed from copyright holders for crew viewing.
All linkHUB content is delivered via secure, encrypted linkHUB content
drives, ensuring that you receive the content you wish while maximizing
your onboard cybersecurity.

Contact KVH to learn more: linkhub@kvh.com
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